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Abstract. Behavior based intrusion detection systems (BIDS) offer the only ef-
fective solution against modern malware. While dynamic BIDS have obvious 
advantages, their success hinges upon three interrelated factors: signature ex-
pressiveness, vulnerability to behavioral obfuscation and run-time efficiency of 
signature matching. To achieve higher signature expressiveness, a new ap-
proach for formal specification of the malicious functionalities based on ab-
stract activity diagrams (AD) which incorporate multiple realizations of the 
specified functionality. We analyzed both inter and intra-process behavioral ob-
fuscation techniques that can compromise existing BIDS. As a solution, we 
proposed specification generalization that implies augmenting (generalizing) 
otherwise obfuscation prone specification into more generic, obfuscation resil-
ient specification. We suggest colored Petri nets as a basis for functionality rec-
ognition at the system call level. We implemented a prototype IDS that has 
been evaluated on malicious and legitimate programs. The experimental results 
indicated extremely low false positives and negatives. Moreover, the IDS shows 
very low execution overhead and negligible overhead penalty due to anti-
obfuscation generalization. 

Keywords: IDS, Dynamic behavior detection, Behavior obfuscation, Behavior 
metamorphism, Colored Petri Nets.  

1   Introduction 

Behavior based intrusion detection systems (BIDS) offer the only effective solution 
against modern malware. While dynamic BIDS have obvious advantages, the success 
of BIDS is limited by three interrelated factors: signature expressiveness, vulnerabil-
ity to behavioral obfuscation and signature matching efficiency. Signature expressive-
ness determines the success of IDS in detecting new realizations of the same malware. 
Since most malware are derivatives of other malware, the signature must capture in-
variant generic features of the entire malware family and be expressive enough to 
reflect most possible malware realizations. Behavioral obfuscation/ metamorphism is 
an emerging threat that, given the extensive development of BIDS, is expected to be-
come a standard feature of future malware[1]. 

Based on this reality, we developed a novel system call domain IDS addressing 
limitations of BIDS. To enhance signature expressiveness, we proposed an approach to 
specify the functionalities of interest, specifically malicious ones, via abstract activity 
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Fig. 1. System architecture 

diagrams (AD) which can incorporate multiple realizations of the functionality. We 
studied possible inter and intra-process behavioral obfuscation approaches. As a miti-
gation solution, we proposed the concept of the specification generalization resulting in 
resiliency to obfuscations. Finally, we utilized Colored Petri Nets (CPN) for run-time 
detection of the specified functionalities at the level of system calls, and developed a 
procedure that automatically converts ADs into CPNs. 

The IDS architecture is shown in 
Figure 1. At the learning phase, an 
expert designs ADs of known mali-
cious functionalities. The Specifica-
tion Generalizer module augments 
the ADs into more generic, obfusca-
tion resilient ones. The CPN Con-
structor generates low and high-
level CPNs from generic ADs. At 
the detection phase, the low-level 
CPN recognizes individual subsys-
tem (user level) object operations in 
the system call domain thus aggre-
gating system call information for 
processing at the higher level. The 
high-level CPN detects the function-
alities in the domain of OS object 
operations. Also, the recognizers 

have an access to Information Flow Tracer to feed data dependencies for particular 
transitions of CPNs. 

This paper delivers the following contributions.  

• Formal functionality specification by AD defined at the system object level.  
• AD abstraction via functional objects encapsulating various system resources.  
• Analysis and classification of possible behavioral obfuscations. 
• Automatic AD generalization neutralizing the effects of behavioral obfuscations. 
• Automatic AD to CPN transformation. Such CPN recognizes the functionality in 

the system call / information flow domain. 
• Efficient CPN simulator for recognizing functionalities in the system call / informa-

tion flow domain. 

2   Functionality Specification and Abstraction 

Processes invoke system calls to operate system objects to facilitate some semanti-
cally distinct actions, such as sending a file to a specified IP address. We define func-
tionality as a chain of such actions achieving a certain high-level objective. 

Analogously with [3] and [4], we formulate the following requirements for the 
functional specifications:  

1. The specification must define the control flow for object operations. It must 
support conditional branching and concurrent execution allowing for specifying alter-
native/independent object manipulation sessions. 
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2. The specification must define data/information flow among object operations. 
An attribute data flow determines the discriminatory power of the specification. We 
should point out that data may be passed by value constituting data flow or may be 
passed by information constituting information flow [5]. 

In addition, we introduce the third requirement to overcome multi-processes limi-
tations such as in [4]. 

3. The specification shall not be constrained to the context of one process.  This 
allows for specifying inter-process functionalities by relating objects and operations 
invoked by different processes. 

The above requirements can be met by utilizing UML Activity Diagrams (AD) 
[6]. As an example, figure 2 depicts the AD of the Remote Shell functionality in both 
graphical and analytical forms. This functionality establishes a backdoor allowing an 
attacker to remotely execute system commands. In the figure 2, the decision node “a” 
starts two alternative realizations of the functionality. The left branch (nodes 1-2) 
represents the first step of the Reverse Shell realization. The right branch (nodes 3-6) 
represents the first step of the Bind Shell realization that has two independent sessions 
(nodes 3-4 and 5-6). Node 7 is the common step for both realizations.  

Formally, functionality is specified is as an AD tuple:  

              (1), where  

Nodes is a multi-set defined in Line 2 (Fig. 2). It consists of State and Pseudo 
nodes. There are two types of State nodes: Instances and Manipulations (line 3). Each  
 

 

Fig. 2. Activity diagram of Remote Shell functionality 
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Instance node represents a created object and its attributes (e.g. line 5). Each Manipu-
lation node represents an object operation with the parameters (e.g. line 6). 

Arcs is a set of directed arcs showing the execution flow of the AD nodes. 
Vars is a set of local variables utilized to define data flow among object opera-

tions. An information flow is specified via special transformation notation T().  
Assign is a function that binds variable assignment expressions to corresponding 

arcs. Line 9 shows the definition of such a function indicating that V1 is assigned with 
handle created in node 2 or node 3.  

To address the third specification requirement, each State node is assigned with a 
unique index of the process that performs the manipulation represented by the node. 

Since our system is expert driven a specification must be as generic as possible 
enabling an expert to concentrate only on the conceptual realizations. To achieve this, 
we introduced a so-called functional objects that represents certain semantically dis-
tinct functionalities such as Inter-Process Communication (IPC), File Download, etc. 
Functional objects have a set of operations representing high-level activities. While 
specifying an AD, the expert may create and manipulate functional objects as ordi-
nary OS objects. Technically, each functional object abstracts several alternative  
realizations of the particular functionality by encapsulating necessary OS objects util-
ized in these realizations.  

Due to space limitations, in this paper we describe only limited set of functional 
objects, particularly the ones facilitating data transfer (Table 1). This set is just an 
example; however, it demonstrates the generalization power of our specification, 
which is the ability of utilization functional objects by other functional objects as with 
FileTransfer object. Object “GenericFile” abstracts file access operations; it encapsu-
lates both “file” and “file mapping” objects. “RemoteIPC” represents IPC encapsulat-
ing socket, pipe and mailslot.  For an expert, the utilization of such functional objects 
is transparent. For instance, when using RemoteRPC in a specification, the expert 
should not make any assumptions on how a malware will perform IPC, through 
socket, pipe or mailslot. Armed with such functional objects, an expert can build quite 
generic specifications yet preserving its discriminatory power. 

Table 1. Functional objects for data transfer 

Functional 
object 

Based on 
objects  

Operations Attributes (input => output) 

Create FileName 
Read BufferLength => Buffer 

GenericFile File,  
FileMapping 

Write FileName, Buffer 
Create EndPoint (server, client), ID => Type, Handle 
Accept Type, Handle 
Recv Type, Handle => Buffer 

RemoteIPC Socket, Pipe, 
MailSlot 

Send Buffer, Type, Handle => Buffer 
Create EndPoint (server, client), ID => Type 
Recv =>Buffer 

LocalIPC GereicFile, 
FileMapping 
RemoteIPC Send Buffer 

Create FileName, RemoteHost => Type, FileHandle, IPC 

Send (Type, FileHandle, IPCHandle) FileTransfer 
GenericFile, 
RemoteIPC 

Recv (Type, FileHandle, IPCHandle) 
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3   Mitigating Behavior Obfuscations 

Since our approach is signature based, the discriminatory power of a specification 
mostly depends on an expert. Using functional objects, the expert may encompass 
most of the functionality realizations. Consequently, an attacker will have difficulty to 
discover yet another conceptually different realization with different system objects. 
However, to evade detection, the attacker does not have to implement a completely 
new realization. It is enough to simply obfuscate a known realization breaking the 
specification. We distinguish inter and intra-process approaches to obfuscation. Inter-
process obfuscation techniques utilize multiple processes. Intra-process obfuscation 
locally alters a functionality realization while preserving its behavioral semantics.  

Consider possible inter-process obfuscation approaches. 
1. Utilization of legitimate third party utilities to perform required activity. A 

malicious process may run legitimate utilities to execute some important tasks being a 
part of the functionality. In this way, the process executes the functionality without 
performing some key object manipulations involved in the task. For instance, a file 
virus usually searches for executables using “FindFirstFile” and “FindNextFile” API. 
Instead, the virus may utilize system command interpreter to retrieve a list of executa-
ble files in a folder and then access the files one by one.  

2. Inter-process functionality distribution (multipartite approach). A multipartite 
malware distributes its functionality among several benign processes by self-injecting 
to the legitimate processes or by creating the new ones. While such processes indi-
vidually exhibit no malicious behavior, their combined activity represents an inter-
process malicious functionality. Examples of such malware are Key-Logger or K-ary 
virus consisting of two processes [7]. Process A opens an executable file and passes 
the file handle to process B. Process B attaches the code of process A to the opened 
victim file. This scenario does not involve actions deemed malicious: process B does 
not open the victim file and does not inject its code; process A gets replicated into the 
victim file without performing write operation or self-access operations. 

Now, consider possible intra-process behavioral obfuscation. 
3. Object relocation and duplication. Since a functionality may be constrained by 

a particular object parameter (e.g. file name), an attacker can change the parameter of 
the object (e.g. copy, rename or move an image) before manipulating it. An object 
handle may be duplicated during the manipulation sequence to break system call bind-
ing. Also, an attacker may access objects via symbolic links instead of handles. 

4. Non-direct object manipulation. It is achieved by specific, low-level system 
tricks such as utilization of non-trivial OS resources that allow for accessing objects 
whether in unusual way or via a “middleman” object. For instance, an attacker can 
create reparse points or access files by their streams. He also may add an alternative 
path to a target file through relinking system calls. 

To mitigate the behavioral obfuscations, we propose the concept of specification 
generalization that would fill experts’ experience/attention gap. Generalization algo-
rithms suggested below augment a given AD making it less prone to obfuscations.  

TraceFiles – Augments the given AD with functionalities tracing renaming and re-
location of all files involved in the specification (addresses obfuscation #3). 
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TraceHandles – Augments the given AD with functionalities that trace object han-
dle propagation among processes, which requires tracking handle duplication and IPC 
used for handle transfer. It addresses the first three obfuscation techniques. 

TraceProcesses – Augments the given AD with functionalities that track process 
generation, remote code injection and inter-process coordination. This involves de-
tecting several realizations of code injection including remote thread based and re-
mote hook based. The augmented AD would relate object manipulations performed 
by multiple processes. This algorithm mitigates obfuscation techniques #1 and #2. 

To address obfuscation #4, we do not need any post-processing of the AD. Instead, 
we can simply extend functional objects with necessary semantics that would trace 
low-level objects involved in the obfuscation. This addresses the obfuscation at the 
stage of AD specification, rather than automatic post-generalization. Particularly, we 
add reparse points and file streams into “GenericFile” functional object.   

The proposed algorithms augment AD with special generalization functionalities 
which trace certain activity involved in a particular obfuscation. These functionalities 
maintain certain global variables that qualify the traced activities, e.g. generated proc-
esses, duplicated files or established IPC channels. The algorithms also utilize several 
primitive functions that process and modify an AD. 

TraceFiles algorithm iterates over operations and object instances (line 1). If an op-
eration has “file name” as an argument (line 2), the procedure provides the AD with 
“FileRelocation” generalization functionality (line 6) that traces all duplicates of a 
given file. If the file name is a variable, we start the parallel flow right after the node 
where the variable is assigned for the last time. Finally, we join “FileRelocation” par-
allel flow with the original AD right before the node performing the operation on the 
target file.  The “FileRelocation” is added by AddParallelFunct(Origin,New, 
Start,Merge) function. It adds an AD named New to an AD named Origin as a parallel 
flow that starts right after the node Start and joins to the AD Origin just before the 
node Merge. The node Start is determined in lines 4, 5. If the file name is a variable, 
the node Start is determined through the function - GetAssignNode(x) that returns the 
node which output arc has an assignment expression for variable x. Line 7 modifies 
the AD to make it consistent with the AD formalism (1).  

TraceHandles augments the original functionality, in Line 1, with parallel flow 
with “HandleDuplication” functionality that traces all handles derived from the given 
object handle. Lines 2-8 constitute a loop that iterates over all object instances of the 

{ }

Algorithm

Input: - An activity diagram specification

Output: Generilized AD

1.  AD.Instances AD.Manipulations

2.  

Operation

lpFileName

− − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −
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foreach :
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( )( ) ( )
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4.  
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isVariable TargetFileName RelocStartNode GetAssignNode TargetFileName

RelocStartNode

∈

=

=

=

:
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else :

( )( )FileRelocation , , ;

, ,
7. SetAttributeValueExpression ;

" [" "]"

TargetFileName RelocStartNode Operation

Operation lpFileName

lpFileName in FList TargetFileName

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠
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AD. For each instance, a new element in DupH dictionary is initialized with PID and 
Handle of the instance (lines 3, 4). It sets “HandleDuplication” to trace handle dupli-
cates of the current object instance. Line 6 iterates over object operations performed 
on the current object instance. For each object operation, the algorithm redefines PID 
and Handle expressions to allow the operation to utilize any duplicated handle be-
longing to original object instance.  

In the first obfuscation, a malware performs system tasks via an external utility 
that, in its turn, uses the OS resources the same way as the malware would. Hence, 
malware simply outsources its operations to the utility. From this perspective, starting 
a utility to perform a part of the malicious functionality represents a multipartite ap-
proach. Hence, the first two obfuscations should be addressed similarly: by tracing 
functionality distribution among several processes. This requires tracing processes 
generated by the malware as well as processes to which malware injected its code. 
Then we attribute object operations to the generated/infected processes. 

TraceProcesses addresses the first two obfuscations. It introduces “ProcessGenera-
tion”, “CodeInjection” and “LocalIPCEstablishment” functionalities to the input AD. 
“ProcessGeneration” and “CodeInjection” generalization functionalities trace all de-
scendant and injected processes from the original given process. “LocalIPCEstab-
lishment” functionality tracks all IPC channels (with handles and IDs) established by 
the given set of processes. The algorithm also introduces IPC required for coordinat-
ing multipartite agents and/or communicating with the utility.  

We additionally trace data transmission between processes that represents technical 
yet vital activity. For instance, a process retrieves (reads) data through an object, rep-
resenting data source, and then this data or its informational dependency is transferred 
(written) through another object, called data sink. Distributing this activity in a way 
that one process would access a source object and another process would access a sink 
object requires using IPC responsible for data transmission from the source process to 
the sink process. Such functionality in fact implements an inter-process information 
link between source and sink objects. Data source and sink could be presented by the 
following OS/functional objects: File, Pipe, Mailslot (kernel32.dll - Read, Write), 
Socket (ws2_32.dll - Recv, Send), Registry (Advapi32.dll - ReadValue, WriteValue) 
and RemoteIPC, LocalIPC (functional - Recv, Send).  

( )

Algorithm 

Input: - An activity diagram specification

Output: Generilized

1. AddParallelFunct AD, HandleDuplication, AD.initial, AD.final ;

2.
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∈
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As an example, we generalized “Remote Shell” AD (Fig. 3). Here, the fork node 
“b” starts two sessions. The left session corresponds to the first steps of “Reverse 
Shell” and “Bind Shell” realizations (nodes 1-3). The right session constitutes single 
operation - “FileRelocation” (node 4) that traces “cmd.exe” file and outputs a list of 
files descending from it. Nodes 1, 2 create RemoteIPC objects which handle is traced 
by “HandleDuplication” functionality (node 6). Expression “PID in PList” in nodes 1, 
2 means that PID of the process performing the operation must belong to the PList. 
Nodes 1, 2 and 3 represent inter-process part of the “Remote Shell” functionality. 
Such inter-process part along with node 7 addresses obfuscation techniques #2 and 
#3. Indeed, nodes 1, 2, 3 outsource IPC creation to other processes.  

The final step of the “Remote Shell” is to run “cmd.exe”. Node 5 creates a process 
which image belongs to the list of files originated from “cmd.exe”. Note that this 
FList was produced by “FileRelocation” functional operation (node 4). Moreover, the 
process is created with standard input set to duplicate/original handle of the IPC end-
point, server or client. Note, the generic specification AD (Fig. 3) defines six different 
realizations against two of the original AD (Fig. 2).  

The more obfuscation types we address, the more complex the generalized specifi-
cation is expected to be. However, the specification is not yet a recognition mecha-
nism since it merely represents how the functionality is implemented in terms of ob-
ject manipulations. Hence, the efficiency of a recognition mechanism determines how 
many obfuscations we can address. We proposed highly efficient recognition model 
that is scalable enough to detect specifications with all discussed obfuscations.  

 
Fig. 3. Generalized AD for Remote Shell 
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4   Functionality Recognition 

Functionalities are recognized in two stages (Fig. 1). At the first stage, we recognize 
high-level object manipulations as their dedicated API functions in the system call 
domain. At the second stage, we recognize functionalities at the level of the identified 
object manipulations, i.e. APIs. Since an API may invoke several minor system calls 
that are not critical for the manipulation implementation, only the essential, semanti-
cally critical part of the API is recognized. It mitigates an evasion technique when a 
malware does not invoke the entire API but only its critical system calls, thus only 
partially realizing the API yet achieving the required manipulation.  

Since AD specification (1) defines data dependencies among system call attributes, 
it represents a context sensitive language. Therefore, in general, a functionality de-
fined by AD formalism (1), can be recognized by any contest-sensitive acceptor such 
as linear bound automata (LBA) [9]. However, state machines such as LBA are dis-
advantageous in processing multiple instances of the operation chains (words): should 
a chain be executed more than once, an LBA model reserves extra states for each in-
stance of the chain. In contrast, a CPN is free of such a drawback, because it repre-
sents an executed operation chain as one token residing in the corresponding place 
that allows for processing of multiple chain instances with low overhead [10]. In a 
way, this justifies the choice of CPN as a recognition model.   

A CPN is defined as a tuple [11]: CPN=(S,P,T,A,N,C,G,E,I)                  (2) 

where: S  – color set, P  – set of places, T  – set of transitions, A  – set of arcs , N – 
node function, C – color function, G – guard function, E – arc expression function, I – 
initialization function.  

CPN places must represent such states as: object instances; object manipulations; 
pseudo states routing the control flow of AD and functionalities.  

Hence, formally set of places of the CPN consists of four disjoint dedicated subsets – 
Object places, Manipulation places, Functional places and Pseudo places: 

  P=P P P Pobj manip fun pseudo∪ ∪ ∪ ,  

such that, each Object place is associated with a unique OS object; every Manipula-
tion place represents a particular (individual) operation of an object; any Functional 
place corresponds to a unique functionality and a Pseudo place is associated with 
pseudo states of the AD.  

Object place tokens represent instances of the object. Such a token is defined as a 
tuple: handle of the object instance and set of object parameters. The color set of Ob-
ject places typically constitutes a pair of two sets: system handles and a set of object 
attributes such as: file names, access flags, buffer address, etc.  

Manipulation place tokens represent successful execution of corresponding opera-
tion with an object instance. Each token comprises a handle of the manipulated object 
and critical parameters of the operation represented by the place. The color set of Ma-
nipulation places consists of space of system handles and set a set of selected parame-
ters of possible operations on objects involved in the functionality.  

Functional place tokens represent successful recognition of the given functionality. 
Color set of Functional places includes selected attributes of necessary objects in-
volved in the respective functionality as well as objects operation parameters that in-
dividualize the functionality.  
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Places of CP-nets represent executed object operations; therefore a transition must 
be attributed to execution of one of the equivalent API functions or system calls im-
plementing the respective manipulations. Hence, the set of transitions consists of three 
disjoint sets:

 
 ,   where  

- manipulation transitions representing system calls/API.
 

 - functional 

transitions such that their input and output places constitute functionalities, - 

pseudo transitions reflecting AD pseudo states. 
Each manipulation transition corresponds to a particular system call or group of 

functionally equivalent APIs performing the same manipulation, and the transition is 
enabled when the system call or one of the equivalent APIs has been invoked. Transi-
tion guard expressions check manipulation handles and parameters to ensure that tran-
sitions are enabled only by manipulations with correct attributes, specified in the AD. 
The arc expressions generate tokens containing necessary attributes of the system 
calls/APIs utilized in AD. This provides enough flexibility to distinguish between 
similar yet semantically different functionalities. 

We developed procedure “ADtoCPN” which translates the given AD to CPN pos-
sessing the necessary execution semantics for functionality recognition. Due to limita-
tions, we describe only high-level steps.  

 

Procedure ADtoCPN 
Input: F – an AD of the functionality defined by the formalism (1). 
Output: CPN – a CP-net that recognizes the given functionality F. 
1. Compose the CPN structure (P, T, A) corresponding to the constructs of the AD 

of the functionality. Arcs of the AD are replaced by transitions and nodes are re-
placed by places. 

1.1 Form a set of places P and set of transitions T that correspond to the state 
and pseudo state nodes of the functionality F. 

1.2 Form a set of the CPN arcs (A) connecting the places and transitions cre-
ated in the previous step (1.1) 

1.3 Form a set of functional places, transitions and corresponding arcs. 
2. Define place colors (C), guard expressions (G) and arc expressions (E) that define 

execution semantics of the functionality F in the given domain.  
2.1 Define guard expressions of the manipulation transitions that check the 

executed manipulation parameters against parameters specified in the 
functionality’s AD. 

2.2 Define guard expressions at the transitions that represent branching arcs of 
the AD decision nodes. 

2.3 Define a color function (C) that would reflect variables of the functional-
ity. 

2.4 Define arc expressions representing variable assignment in the functional-
ity’s AD. 

2.5 Induce Color set (S) and the rest of the arc expressions from the color 
function (C) and the CPN structure (P,T,A) 

3. Compile a CP-net ( CPN=(S,P,T,A,N,C,G,E,I) ) from the component sets 

obtained in Steps 1 and 2. 
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5   Experimental Evaluation 

All experiments were conducted in the network testbed at Binghamton University 
[19-20]. Our network comprised dozens victim hosts, i.e. virtual machines with vul-
nerable Windows OS equipped with our IDS. We experimented with various malware 
known to expose the following potentially malicious functionalities. 

Replication engines: 

• R1. Self code injection – a malware infects an executable file through injecting its 
code into the executable body and replacing code entry points. It is used by file vi-
ruses. 

• R2. Self mailing  - a malware emails its image as an attachment. It is used by e-mail 
worms 

• R3. Executable Download and Execute – Downloads a file from Internet and exe-
cutes it. Used as a part of self-propagation engine of network worms [19], hence 
exposed by exploited processes. Also, exposed by network bot agents such as Tro-
jan-downloaders. 

• R4. Remote shell  - Exposed by net-bots payloads and worms propagation engines 
(see section 2). 

Malicious payloads: 

• P1. Dll/thread injection - Injects DLL/thread to a process for password stealing or 
control highjacking. 

• P2. Self manage cmd script create and execute – Malwrare creates cmd script and 
executes it by cmd interpreter. The script manages the malware image/dlls after its 
termination. Usually, this functionality relocates/deletes the malware image to con-
ceal its footprint. Afterwards, the script usually erases itself.  

• P3. Remote hook - sets a remote hook into victim process for a particular event. 
Used for keylogging. 

These functionalities were specified, generalized and translated to CPNs. To de-
crease simulation overhead, we integrated the high-level CPNs into a single universal 
CPN having a recognition place for each given malicious functionality. Since the 
given functionalities share the same object operation sessions, by integrating recogni-
tion CPNs, we eliminated CPNs structural redundancy, hence minimized combined 
recognition overhead.  The low-level CPNs are also integrated into a single CPN  
detecting object operations involved in the functionalities. The CPN configurations 
finally were loaded to the Recognizer modules.    

To verify the detection rate, we experimented with the following malware, that ac-
cording to AV descriptions, are known for perpetrating at least one of the malicious 
functionalities: 

• 7 File viruses – Neo, Abigor, Crucio, Savior, Nother, Halen, HempHoper 
• 10 Network worms - Welchia.A, Sasser.C, Bozori, Iberio, HLLW.Raleka.A, Alas-

rou.A, Kassbot, Shelp.A, Blaster, Francette 
• 9 E-mail worms –5 variants of w32.Netsky and 4 variants of w32.Beagle 
• Network bots/Trojans –  SpyBot.gen, IRC.SdBot, RxBot families, Win32.Banker, 

Win32.lespy 
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We run malware in the corresponding environment enabling it to execute its pay-
loads or replicate properly. To trigger replication activity, we utilized our previous 
setup to attack victim hosts with various worms [19], [21]. To invoke malicious pay-
loads, we executed malware in certain preset conditions, for instance, we established 
an ftp/tftp server for executable download and execute functionality. In some cases, 
we had to enforce malware strains to run their payloads through debugging with run-
time code modification. 

In order to evaluate the false positive rate, we run multitude of benign software that 
include web-browsers, messengers, email clients, file utilities, network and system 
utilities and office tools. We run the tested software under various conditions/inputs to 
expose their functionalities. We should point out that our experiments hardly covered 
all execution branches of the tested programs missing certain minor behavior. Never-
theless, we believe that the main activity of the tested software was exposed in our 
experiments. 

The experiment results are depicted in Table 2, where the upper part indicates de-
tection results for the legitimate software. Here, each cell indicates how many legiti-
mate programs were detected by our IDS with the given functionality. The lower part 
of the table summarizes results for malicious software. For each malware set, we indi-
cate how many instances, possessing the given functionality, were actually detected 
by our IDS. For example, 4/4 means that there are four instances from the set that 
have the given functionality and all four exposed it and were detected by IDS.  

Table 2. Functionalities detection rate and false positive rate 

Self-
replication

Replication/ 
payloads 

Payloads 
  

R1  R2 R3 R4 P1 P2 P3 
201 System tools, office apps, other 

utilities 
    1 1  

6 Web and file browsers (Opera, 
IE, FAR, Win Explorer) 

  3    1 

3 E-mail/messang. clients  
(Outlook, Eudora, Yahoo  
messang.) 

  1    1 L
eg

iti
m

at
e 

 Total detected   4/210  1/210 2/210 

7 File viruses 7/7       
10 Network worm shell codes    2/2 8/8    
6 Network worm payloads   4/4 1/1 1/1  1/1 
9 E-mail worms   9/9      
 SpyBot.gen family    all all   all 
 IRC.SdBot family   all all  all all 

M
al

w
ar

e 

 RxBot family (11)   all all all all all 
False positive rate 0% 1.92% 0% 0.48% 0.96% 

Detection rate 100% 

 
False negatives (detection rate). As Table 2 indicates, for each malware that has the 
given functionality, our IDS successfully detected the functionality showing no false 
negatives. Such low false negative rate could be attributed to the signature generalization. 
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For instance, the Beagle worm drops itself into the system folder, and then it e-mails its 
dropper. However, our prototype system successfully detected the self-mailing activity 
because it traced the dropper as object relocation functionality.  

During the experiment, we realized that malware strains within the same family 
rarely change/add a conceptually novel functionality realization. However, the new 
malware strains frequently introduce minor alterations to their functionality realiza-
tions such as utilization of alternative APIs or changing Local IPC, i.e. switching from 
named pipe to shared files. We see two reasons for this trend. Firstly, authors try to 
change malware system footprint in order to avoid certain AV signatures. Secondly, 
in case of net-bots, the authors simply try to increase performance of malware by op-
timizing or simplifying their implementation.    

False positives. For the experiment, we run 210 legitimate programs including web 
browsers, e-mail clients, file managers, system and office tools, hooking software etc. 
Note that we mostly focused on the main features of each program. In Table 2, we 
distinguished and grouped 9 programs most of which exposed false positives. In the 
first row of the table, we summarize the rest 201 programs, almost free of false posi-
tives, including various applications (office, utilities) and system tools (from Win-
dows system folder).   

Table 2 indicates that eight programs out of 210 showed false positives. Below, we 
give possible reasons of why a particular functionality was exposed by certain legiti-
mate software.  

• Executable Download and Execute can be performed by internet browsers or file 
managers. Mostly, such activity is performed on behalf of an end-user. In addition, 
many programs periodically perform checking for updates. If there is an update 
available, the program downloads it and then executes it.  

• DLL/thread injection. It can be performed by user/system monitoring software. 
Particularly, Easy Hook library injects DLL to trace API calls performed by arbi-
trary program. WinSpy program performs DLL injection in order to retrieve win-
dow objects data of a foreign program. 

• Self manage cmd script create and execute. To uninstall hooks, the Easy Hook ex-
iting functions run a cmd script that waits the hooking process to end, then removes 
the hooked DLLs. 

• Remote hook. Hooking can be performed by chat programs to indentify whether a 
user is idle. These programs hook into other processes for the input events such as 
keystroke and mouse message. 

 

Note that Table 2 also illustrates the discriminatory power of the functionalities fre-
quently exposed by malware. For instance, according to Table 2, “Self-code inject”, 
“Self-mailing” and “Remote shell” have never been exposed by benign software, thus 
they have perfect discriminatory power and can be dependably used for malware de-
tection. However, functionality “Executable Download and Execute” is too often ex-
posed by benign software, such as web browser, consequently its discriminatory 
power is low, and it can not be recommended as a behavior signature. Hence, the de-
tection capability of a particular functionality should not be attributed to the credibil-
ity of our approach. Indeed, our methodology allows for specifying, generalizing and 
detecting of functionalities, but selecting particular ones for the detection purpose 
presents a specific task that can be accomplished based on comparative analysis of 
their discriminatory powers. 
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6   Performance Overhead 

The experiments were executed on Windows XP Professional SP2 running on an 
AMD Athlon 64 X2 (2200 Mhz) processor with 2 Gb of memory. We measured IDS 
overhead imposed on system and application tasks using commercial benchmarks and 
manual setup. Moreover, we estimated performance penalty for behavioral de-
obfuscation. To achieve consistent results on Windows XP, we deactivated Windows 
prefetcher, scheduled tasks and accounted only for warm runs (to minimize cache 
influence). Some tests such, as file search and software installation were performed in 
virtual machine with reverting initial snapshot state for each run.  

The test results are showed in Table 3 for Remote Shell functionality. We showed 
here a selected set of standard tests that are representative with respect to execution 
overhead. The table depicts five system and application tasks that intensively utilized 
OS resources (services) resulting in a large number of invoked system calls. Some 
tasks involved user interaction with GUI of the corresponding application. In these 
cases, we utilized TestComplete software [22] to simulate user behavior. We also run 
series of benchmarks using well-known PC Mark 05 suite [23].  Internet Explorer was 
tested with Peacekeeper benchmark [23]. We run each task/benchmark several dozen 
times with identical initial conditions and computed mean value of the execution 
time/score assuming normal distribution. 

Table 3. Execution overhead imposed by IDS 

Overhead (IDS On)  
Benchmark/Application (Task description) 

Execution time 
without  IDS Basic CPN Full CPN 

Files Search (Search *.exe in c:\) 58.96 5.2% 7.96% 

Apps Installation (Install DirectX 9.0c) 112.3 1.15% 1.15% 

MS Word (Save a big file as rtf)  35.9 4.18% 4.18% 

WinRar (Compress Windows system folder) 292 2.05% 2.05% 

A
pp

lic
at

io
n/

sy
s-

ta
sk

s 
  

Internet Explorer 8 (Peacekeeper Browser 
Benchmark, 
www.futuremark.com) 

702 
 (score) 

5.3% 6.4% 

Application loading (Mb/sec) 4.96 1.84% 1.84% 

Web page rendering (pages/sec) 2.0332 7.08% 7.08% 

File Encryption (Mb/sec) 36.827 2.93% 2.93% 

P
C

 M
ar

k 
20

05
  

XP Startup (Mb/sec) 5.88 2.21% 2.21% 

Average execution overhead 3.55% 3.98% 

 
To estimate qualitative the scalability of our IDS, we tested each task against two 

CPN configurations: Basic and Full. The Basic configuration covers alternative reali-
zations of the functionality in question, but it does not employ functional objects. In 
contrast, the Full CPN is obtained by generalizing the Basic CPN. As a result, the Full 
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CPN uses functional (generic) objects and addresses all three obfuscations. To esti-
mate quantitative scalability, our IDS observed all processes, but CPN recognizer in 
all performed tests.  

For each task, Table 3 shows: base execution time when IDS is disabled (no system 
call monitoring or processing) and execution time overhead when IDS is enabled with 
both Basic and Full CPNs recognizing Remote Shell functionality (with monitoring 
all active processes). The table indicates that even Full CPN IDS does not impose 
much overhead (less than 4% in average), while monitoring more than 50 (all active) 
processes. In fact, we also run IDS with highly loaded Windows XP with more than 
100 processes without any significant overhead. This result shows sufficient scalabil-
ity to protect all processes of a modern OS.  

It could be seen that generalization and de-obfuscation does not impose much 
overhead penalty which is 0.43% in average. Note that in some tests Full and Base 
CPN overheads are considered to be invariant under statistical hypothesis with 80% 
power.  This shows that our IDS is highly scalable and can address much more behav-
ioral obfuscations. 

7   Related Work 

Success of a Behavior based IDS is determined by two aspects: expressiveness of the 
signature specification language and efficiency of the recognition mechanism. More-
over, IDS usability depends on degree of abstractness of the specification language. 
We survey existing behavioral specification languages and discuss advantages of our 
approach. Then we show in what way our system is different and better than existing 
system call domain behavioral IDSs.  

There are two types of specification languages widely used in the literature: State-
Transition/CPN based specifications [24-27] and Declarative/Analytical Specifica-
tions [28-32]. CPN specifications are very efficient in recognition, however they are 
not abstract and less expressive. On the other hand, declarative and analytical specifi-
cations could be very generic and highly expressive, however in general, run-time 
recognition of such specifications may impose high overhead.  

With respect to the specification language, our method takes the best of the both 
approaches. On one hand, the proposed AD-based specification is abstract due to 
functional objects, which allows for creating highly generic and expressive signatures 
free of implementation details. On the other hand, we proposed a highly efficient rec-
ognition mechanism via hierarchal CPNs defined in the detection domain – system 
calls with information flow. In our case, the separation of the specification domain 
from the detection domain was possible due to automatic translation of an abstract 
AD to the system coherent CPN. 

The above papers do not address specification generalization and behavioral obfus-
cation issues, which is one of our main contributions. Since our goal is recognizing 
malicious functionality rather than malicious behavior, we have to provide all realiza-
tions (behaviors) of the functionality. Hence, automatic specification generalization 
becomes a critical issue. We augment specification with most realizations via both 
functional objects and generalization that also provides obfuscation resiliency. We 
understand that we addressed rather limited set of obfuscations, but given the flexibil-
ity of our functionality specification, developing new generalization algorithms for 
anti-obfuscation should be feasible for an expert.   
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8   Conclusion 

In this paper, we addressed present and future limitations of the current Behavior 
Based IDS (BBIDS) in terms of signature expressiveness, behavioral obfuscation and 
detection efficiency. We proposed a formal specification of the malicious functional-
ities based on activity diagrams (AD) defined in the abstract domain. We advocated 
for the separation of the specification and detection domains, which is achieved via 
automatic translation of an abstract AD to a hierarchical CPN defined in the system 
call domain. In practice, such CPN showed itself to be a very efficient recognition 
mechanism. To achieve fine-grained recognition, we also incorporated information 
dependencies into AD specification and consequently to CPNs.  

We analyzed both inter and intra-process behavioral obfuscation techniques that 
can compromise existing BBIDS. As a solution, we proposed a concept of specifica-
tion generalization that implies augmenting (generalizing) otherwise obfuscation 
prone specification into more generic obfuscation resilient specification. We pre-
sented generalization algorithms making an AD immune to the obfuscations. 

We implemented a prototype IDS with CPN simulator and Information Flow 
Tracer. The AD formalism is specified using standard UML AD constructs. In the 
prototype, the entire process of signature generation is automated, which includes 
computer aided AD design, automatic AD generalization and finally automatic AD 
translation to CPN. Experiments demonstrated that such an approach minimizes de-
signing routine for an expert allowing him to concentrate on conceptual realizations 
omitting certain implementation details.  

The IDS was evaluated on dozens of malware and hundreds of legitimate pro-
grams. In the experiments, we detected various malicious functionalities including 
self-replication engines as well as payloads. The results showed extremely low false 
positives and negatives. Finally, we performed series of experiments to estimate run-
time overhead due to IDS. The results indicated two practical advantages. First, IDS 
causes extremely low execution overhead that is less than 4%. Second, the overhead 
increase due to the anti-obfuscation generalization is only 0.43%. Such low overhead 
difference between generalized and original CPN indicates that an expert can always 
address even more obfuscations with negligible execution cost. 
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